CASSIE STEENKAMP / Calvinia “Jakkals Jagter”
You proceeded to go public and attack us, so I am just replying…….
We recently had the privilege to get some real smart, arrogant, childish responses to our Facebook
page from a troublemaker, who he thinks he is talking to is indeed strange, but maybe that’s his true
personality coming through…… it is indeed strange that how some people choose to use the SM to get
digs, seems he has been chomping at the bit a while to write something as he has an axe to grind.
Time to grow up Cassie, and try to get along, strange these inner circle crowd, who none have met us,
but enjoy attacking us, we have an English saying, “EMPTY BARRELS MAKE THE MOST NOISE”.
We also never mentioned we hunt for money, nor do we get paid for hunting at a farmer, BUT he tells
us that he hopes our clients are aware of what we are doing …….. And that he hopes my clients see it….
My Cassie, you have issues…. You should stick to your FORUM!
Strange his inner circle of friends also do what we do, BUT he prefers taking aim at our page, anyway,
maybe let’s all get along rather than bashing people you don’t know! Maybe it was that rugby score
that day 57-0 that was what actually peed him off……….
GROW UP CASSIE! Take your axe you want to grind someplace else. It isn’t very nice to go on other
people’s sites and bash them, maybe you should learn to understand English first, I never said I shoot
puppies and or I only hunt OCTOBER! WATCH THE MOVIE AND READ PROPERLY!!!!!

Maybe one day we will meet, shake hands and you will see that I am not such a bad
guy after all, after all you have never met me but seem to have an axe to grind…
whatever I did to you I would never know….

This is in response to a Facebook page that was seen by over 650
people by the time I banned him and another person he knows, I
am fully within my rights to respond to a statement he published
on my Facebook page.

